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ABSTRACT 
The authors investigate the sizes of Jordan blocks of regular matrix pencils by 
means of a one-to-one correspondence b tween a matrix pencil ()rE +/ ,A )  and a 
weighted igraph G(E, A). Based on the relationship between determinantal divisors 
of a pencil and spanning-cycle families of the associated igraph G(E, A), the 
Jordan-block-size structure is determined graph-theoretically. For classes of struc- 
turally equivalent matrix pencils defined by a pair of structure matrices [E, A], the 
generic Jordan block sizes corresponding to the characteristic roots at zero and at 
infinity can be obtained from the unweighted igraph G([E],[A]). Eigenvalues of 
matrices are discussed as special cases. A nontrivial mechanical example illustrates the 
procedure. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many real-world systems can be modeled by differential-algebraic equa- 
tions (DAEs). In this paper we confine ourselves to linear time-invariant 
systems of the form 
Ek(t) =Ax( t )  +f ( t ) ,  E, AER "x",  f :R~R" ,  (1) 
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where the square matrices E and A can be singular. For such systems the 
matrix pencil 
(hE + 
plays a crucial role. The authors investigate the Jordan block size structure for 
regular pencils by means of digraphs G(E, A). This approach is based on a 
graph-theoretic interpretation of determinants first mentioned by A. L. 
Cauchy in 1815 [4] and on Weierstrass's concept of determinantal divisors 
[14]. 
Section 2 recalls definitions and notions concerning digraphs and regular 
matrix pencils. 
Section 3 proves a general result how to graph-theoretically determine the 
number and size structure of Jordan blocks for regular matrix pencils. The 
main results (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) are illustrated by a mechanical example. 
Section 4 gives an extension to classes of structurally equivalent matrix 
pencils. Section 5 considers a special case: the relationship between the 
Jordan block size structure associated with the eigenvalue 0 of a matrix A 
and its corresponding digraph G(A). This problem has been of interest 
during the last few years; see Hershkowitz [8] and references cited there. 
Hershkowitz's theorem 4.19 corresponds to Corollary 5.1. 
The current paper is self-contained. The proofs are simple. 
2. DIGRAPHS AND MATRIX PENCILS 
First, we exploit a well-known graph-theoretic interpretation of determi- 
nants (see [11] and references cited there) to graph-theoretically determine 
the minors of a (regular) square matrix pencil (AE +/~A). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (hE + /xA) be a pencil of n × n matrices, E = 
(e~ ) and A = (a~j) for i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n. The associated weighted digraph 
G(E, A) has n vertices 1, 2 . . . . .  n as well as an A-edge from the initial 
vertex j to the final vertex i if aij :/: 0 and an E-edge from j to i if eij :/: O. 
The edge weights are given by the values of aij or e~ , respectively A path is j 
a sequence of edges such that the initial vertex of the succeeding edge is the 
final vertex of the preceding edge. 
A path is said to be a cycle if the initial vertex of the first edge and the 
final vertex of the last edge are the same and if, going along the path, one 
reaches no vertex, other than the initial-final vertex, more than once. A cycle 
consisting of one edge is called a self-cycle, i set of vertex-disjoint cycles is 
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called a cycle family. The number of edges contained in a cycle family 
defines the length of the cycle family. A cycle family the length of which 
equals the number of vertices contained in the digraph G(E, A) is called a 
spanning cycle family. 
The determinant 
0 n -1  det(hE +/xA)  = p°h" + p°A" -~ + ... +pn_l)t/~ + pO~,, (2) 
which is obviously a homogeneous polynomial in A and /z of degree n, is 
called the characteristic polynomial. Its coefficients pO, 0 ~< u ~< n, are 
determined by the spanning cycle families in G(E, A) containing u A-edges 
(or, equivalently, n - v E-edges). Each of those spanning cycle families 
corresponds to one summand of pO. The value of the summand results from 
the product of weights of all the edges involved in the cycle family under 
consideration. This value must be multiplied by a sign factor ( -1 )  c if the 
cycle family consists of c disjoint cycles; see [11, 12]. 
Usually, some coefficients pO vanish. Considering (2) as a polynomial in 
one of the two variables A or/z only, we have degx(det(AE +/~A)) ~< rank E 
and deg~,(det(aE +/~A))  ~< rank A. 
Eliminating row i and column j in (hE +/zA),  we obtain an (n - 1) × 
(n - 1) matrix pencil whose determinant is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree n - 1: 
AE + /zA e i) 
( - 1) i +/det r 
e) 0 
= p~'/)A "-1 + p(~iJ)A"-21z + ... +p(,t~)lA/z "-2 + p¢,t1)1~"-1, (3) 
where e i is a column vector whose ith entry is one and remaining n - 1 
entries are zero. The coefficients p(tj), 1 <~ v <~ n, may be obtained graph- 
theoretically. For this purpose we supplement G(E, A) by an additional edge 
from j to i with weight 1. A spanning cycle family involving the supplemen- 
tary edge is called a (/j) spanning cycle family. The coefficients p~tl) are 
determined by the (/j) spanning cycle families containing n - v E-edges (or, 
equivalently v - 1 A-edges). 
Eliminating in (AE +/zA)  both rows i 1, i 2 and columns jl, J2, we obtain 
an (n - 2) × (n - 2) matrix whose determinant is a homogeneous polyno- 
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mial of degree n - 2: 
( - 1) ij+i~+jl+j2 det e rJ~ 0 
eT 0 J2 
= p( i l J l ' i2 J2)}tn-2 + p( i l j l ' i2 Jz)An-31Z + "'" +p(,"J"'~Jz)tz"-~. (4) 
Again, the coefficients pii,j, ~2Jz), 2 ~< v ~< n, may be determined graph-theo- 
retically. We have to supplement G(E, A) by two additional edges leading 
from Jl to i 1 and from j2 to i~, respectively, each with weight 1. 
Similarly, the minors of order n - k (k = 3, 4 . . . . .  n - 1) of the pencil 
(AE + kLA) may be interpreted graph-theoretically. We have to supplement 
G(E, A) by k additional edges from Jl to i l, J2 to iz , . . . ,  jk to i k when we 
are looking for the determinant of the (n -  k )x  (n -  k) submatrix of 
(AE +/zA)  that remains after removal of rows i 1, i z , . . . ,  i k and of columns 
Jl,J~ . . . . .  jk" 
Next, let us recall some facts from the theory of matrix pencils; see [14, 6]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let be E, A ~ F n x n, where 0: denotes a field. A pencil 
(AE +/zA)  is said to be regular if det(AE +/zA)  is not the zero polyno- 
mial. Subsequently, we assume (hE +/zA)  to be regular. Each pair (A,/z) 
q: (0, 0) with det(hE +/zA)  - 0 is called a characteristic root of (AE + 
/zA). A characteristic root (A,/z) is said to be a characteristic root at zero if 
A = O, a characteristic root at infinity i f / z  = 0, and a finite characteristic 
root else. 
Let n o and n® denote the numbers of characteristic roots at zero and at 
infinity, respectively, and nf := n - n o - n,. Any given regular pencil (AE 
+/zA)  can be transformed into Weierstrass canonical form, i.e., there exist 
two regular n x n matrices P and Q such that 
( Alns + l~W 
P( AE + IzA)Q = 0 A/n0 
0 
0 0 
+ lxN ° 0 
0 AN" + i~I~. 
(5) 
Here, I k denotes the unit matrix of order k. The matrix W is a regular 
nf x ny matrix, possibly in Jordan canonical form. The matrices N O and N O- 
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are nilpotent block-diagonal matrices consisting of Jordan blocks 
= 
i 1 0 .- .  0 0 
0 
0 ".. 0 1 
0 ... 0 0 
(6) 
each of which is associated with a characteristic root of (AE +/xA)  at zero or 
at infinity, respectively. Let us denote the block sizes of N O by s o , s o , s o 
and of N ® by s~, s~,. = ' a0 0 a ® ..,  s a . Obviously, E~_lsi = n o and E~_ls, = n=. 
The determinantal divisors Dn_k(A, t l )  of ()rE + /~A) are defined as the 
greatest common divisors (gcd) of all minors of orders (n - k) of the pencil 
(AE +/xA).  One gets 
D._k(A,/x) = gcd 
1~i1< ...  <ik~n 
l~<j l<  .. .  <jk<~n 
AE + I~A eq "'" eik 
e'[ 0 "" 0 
det Jx 
e r 0 "" 0 
Jk 
= ,,o+, ... X'~ojz';+, ... jzs~oP._~(,,  jz), (7 )  
where P._k(0,0) # 0. Consider D._a0(A, g) and D._a(A ,  tz). If d o < d=, 
then 
Dn-do( *, ~)  = ~ "~o +' . . . . .  ~ e , , ,  ~), ix  ~ n_dot, 
(8)  
V . _ , . ( * ,  ~,) = P . _ , . ( , ,  ~) .  
If d o > d=, then 
Dn_d®( l~ ' ~)  = t~$~® . . . . .  ,S~OPn_d~( , ) ~,~), 
(9) 
D.-ao(A,~) = ~-do(A ,~) .  
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If d o = d~ =: d, then D, _ d0( A, /z) = D,_a(A,/z) = P~_d(A,/z). 
Clearly, the zero multiplicities (zm) of ® the determinantal divisors with 
respect o A and to/z determine the sizes of the Jordan blocks corresponding 
to the characteristic roots at zero and at infinity, respectively: 
zma(Dn_k(A,/z)) = o + s~+z Sk + 1 -1"- "'" + S~O for 
( ( ) )  zmg D,_ k A,/x =sk+ 1 +sk+ 2 +.--  +sd~ for 
O~<k <d o , (10) 
O~<k <d~. (11) 
The sizes of the Jordan blocks of N 0 and N ~ satisfy the inequalities 
sO> sO>  . . .  o o d0>~ 1 and s 1 >is 2 >/ ..- >lsd.>~ 1. (12) 
The size of the greatest Jordan block associated with the characteristic root at 
infinity is called the index of the pencil (AE + /xA), and we denote it by 
ind(E, A) := s T. 
3. SIZE STRUCTURE OF JORDAN BLOCKS OF 
MATRIX PENCILS 
Let E, A ~ D :n×" and G(E, A) be the weighted igraph associated with 
the matrix pencil (AE +/zA).  
LEMMA 3.1. A pencil (AE + IxA) of n × n matrices is regular if and 
only if, for at least one ~ ~ {0 . . . . .  n}, the digraph G( E, A) contains either 
exactly one spanning cycle family that includes v A-edges or two or more 
spanning cycle families, each including v A-edges that do not cancel out 
mutually, i.e., the summands that contribute to the coefficient pO of the 
characteristic polynomial (2) do not yield a vanishing sum. 
Proof. The pencil is regular if and only if at least one coefficient pO of 
(2) does not vanish. This is equivalent to the existence of either exactly one 
spanning cycle family with v A-edges or two or more spanning cycle families 
each with t, A-edges that do not cancel each other out. • 
Let Gk(E, A) denote a modified digraph resulting from the digraph 
G(E, A) =." G°(E, A) by supplementing k different additional edges. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The numbers d o and d® of Jordan blocks corresponding 
to the characteristic roots at zero and at infinity, respectively, of a regular 
pencil (AE + txA) may be obtained from the digraph G(E, A) and its 
modifications Gk( E, A) as follows: 
The number d o appears as the smallest number of additional edges uch 
that the modified digraph Gao(E, A) contains either exactly one spanning 
cycle family without E-edges or two or more spanning cycle families without 
E-edges that do not cancel out mutually. 
The number d~ appears as the smallest number of additional edges uch 
that the modified digraph Gd~(E, A) contains either exactly one spanning 
cycle family without A-edges or two or more spanning cycle families without 
A-edges that do not cancel out mutually. 
Proof. Let d be the smallest number such that the modified digraph 
Gd(E, A) contains either one spanning cycle family without E-edges or two 
or more spanning cycle families without E-edges that do not cancel out in the 
sense explained above. Then, for k = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - 1, we have D,_ k(0,/~) = 
0 and D,_,t(0,/x) ~ 0. Since (AE + txA) is assumed to be regular, 
Dn_k(A,/Z) ~ 0 for 0 ~< k ~< n. This implies that the determinantal divisors 
D,_k(A,/z) have zeros at A = 0 for 0 ~< k < d whereas D,_a(A,/x) has not. 
Therefore [see Equations (8) and (10)], the number d is nothing else than the 
number d o of Jordan blocks associated with the characteristic roots at zero. 
In the same manner, using Equations (9) and (11), we can substantiate the 
graph-theoretic interpretation of d~. • 
Let the integers 0k a and 0ff be the minimal numbers of A-edges or 
E-edges, respectively, contained in a spanning cycle family of Gk(E, A) 
involving k different additional edges and having the property that they do 
not cancel each other out. 
oo oo oo THEOREM 3.2. The sizes s °, s o . . . . .  S~o and s l, s 2 . . . .  , s,t® of Jordan 
blocks associated with the characteristic roots at zero and at infinity, respec- 
tively, of a regular pencil (AE + IxA) may be obtained from the digraphs 
G°(E, A), GI(E, A), GZ(E, A) . . . .  as follows: 
s~ = OkE_ l - O~ for k = 1 . . . .  , d o , 
= oL1  - oF fo r  k = x . . . . .  
(13) 
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Proof. Equat ion  (10) yields s~ = zm~(D,_k+l (A ,  /z)) - 
zm~(D,_k(A, it)), where 
zma(D,_k(A,/z))  = zma 
AE - /xA ei~ ... ei~ 
eT 0 ... 0 
gcd det J' 
1~i1< . . -  <ik<~n 
1 ~<jl  < "'" < Jk  < n er _ 0 0 D g Q 
Jk 
has the smallest A-exponent with a nonvanishing coefficient of the polynomial 
D,_k(h,/z). Hence, zmA(Dn_k(h, it)) = 0ff and s~ = oL1 - ok e. Similarly, 
using Equation (11) instead of Equation (10), we can substantiate the 
graph-theoretic interpretation of s~ °. • 
The number and sizes of Jordan blocks could also be determined by 
means of the maximal numbers of A-edges or E-edges contained in spanning 
cycle families of the modified digraphs Gk(E, A). Let ~b~ denote the 
maximal number of A-edges involved in a spanning cycle family within the 
digraphs Gk(E, A), and let ~k e denote the maximal number of E-edges 
involved in the digraphs Gk(E, A). If no cancellations occur, the equation 
0~ + ~/,k A = 0~ + qJk e = n holds for k = 0 . . . . .  n. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The numbers do and d® of Jordan blocks corresponding 
to the characteristic roots at zero and at infinity, respectively, of a regular 
pencil (hE + ttA) may be obtained from the digraph G(E, A) and its 
modifications as follows: The number d o (or d~) appears as the smallest 
number of additional A-edges (or E-edges) to be supplemented so that the 
modified igraph has one or more spanning cycle families that contain only 
A-edges (or E-edges) and do not cancel out mutually. The sizes s o . . . . .  s~o 
and s~ . . . . .  saL of Jordan blocks are then given by 
s~= ~b? - ~b~_, for k = 1 . . . . .  d o , 
8~ = ~1~ -- I~_  1 for k = 1 . . . . .  d®. 
(14) 
Finally, it should be mentioned how the Jordan block sizes associated with a 
given finite root of a regular pencil may be determined graph-theoretically. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let be (Ao,/.t o) a finite characte~tic root of a regular 
pencil (AE + gA), X := Ao//Xo, and B := A + xE. The number d x and the 
sizes s x, s x . . . . .  sff. of Jordan blocks associated with the characteristic root 
(A o, tr o) of (AoE ~- ttoA) may be obtained from the digraph G(E, B) and 
its modifications by considering the Jordan blocks associated with the charac- 
teristic root at zero of (AE + /xB). 
This statement follows from 
(AE + gA)=(AE + Ix (B -xE) )  = ( (A -~og)E  + gB) .  
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the spherical mathematical pendulum with a 
support movable in the two-dimensional (w l, w 2) plane as sketched in Fig- 
ure 1. The Euler-Lagrange equations (see, e.g., [2; 7, 3, Section 1.3.1]) 
tb=v,  
d ~T aT 
dt c~v aw 
=P+ (15) 
f (w)  = 0 
may be used to describe the example system. In (15) the symbols mean the 
position w := (w 1, w 2, Yl, Y2, Y3)~, the velocity v := (v 1, v 2, z l, z~, z3) r, the 
w1 ~m 2 
FIG. 1. Movable spherical pendulum. 
w; 
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m 1 m 2 
T(v) = -~(v~ + v~) + T[ (V l  + z~) 2 + (v 2 + z2) 2 + z~], 
the external force Q = (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 , -m2g)  I, the constraints f (w)= y21 + 
y~ + y3 z - 12, and the Lagrange multiplier T- 
We put x := (w 1, w e, Yl, Y2, Y3, vl, vz, zl, z2, z3, T) r and obtain, after 
linearization of (15) around the fixed point ~ = ( . , . ,  0, 0 , -1 ,  
0 ,0 ,0 .0 ,0 , -m2g/21)  r, an autonomous DAE Ek =Ax with the matrix 
pencil 
(AE + gA)  
'A 0 0 0 0 p, 0 
0 A 0 0 0 0 /x 
0 0 h 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 A 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 A 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 A(m 1 + m2) 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 A(m 1 + m2) 
gm2g 
0 0 0 0 Am 2 0 
-1  i.tm2g 
0 0 0 0 0 Am 2 
- l  i .tmzg 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
- l  
0 0 0 0 -21.tl 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 g 0 0 
0 0 ~ 0 
Am 2 0 0 0 
0 Am 2 0 0 
Am 2 0 0 0 
0 Am 2 0 0 
0 0 Am 2 -2~1 
0 0 0 0 
The associated igraph G(E, A) is depicted in Figure 2. There the E-edges 
have been drawn as bold lines, l~t us denote an A-edge from j to i by 
j ~ i, an E-edge by j ~ i, and an additional edge by j ~ i. 
Obviously, there exist spanning cycle families in G(E, A). Looking for a 
spanning cycle family with a minimal number of E-edges, we find a unique 
solution 1~ 1, 2~2,  6~6,  7~ 7, 3~8~3,  4--*9--*4, 5--* 11--* 
10 ~ 5. Consequently, the characteristic-polynomial coefficient p0 # 0 pro- 
vided the trivial case of vanishing edge weights is excluded. This implies the 
regularity of the pencil (AE + btA) (see Lemma 3.1). By supplementing 
G(E, A) with additional edges, the minimal number of E-edges contained in 
spanning cycle families may be decreased. Thus, by one additional edge 
leading from 1 to 6 or from 2 to 7, two spanning cycle families in GI(E, A) 
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1 1 1 1 
I I. 
5 _8 8.1, 
ml.t-ml ~ ml+r fb  I lk 
FIG. 2. Weighted igraph G(E, A). 
are generated that involve only two E-edges: 
5~11~10~5,  1~6~1,  3~8~3,  2~2,  
4~9~4,  
5~11~10~5,  1~1,  6~6,  3~8~3,  
2~7~2,  4~9~4.  
7~7,  
Mutual cancellation (as explained in Lemma 3.1) of the two spanning cycle 
families is impossible. 
After supplementing two additional edges, in G2(E, A) exactly one span- 
ning cycle family arises that involves no E-edges at all: 
1~6~1,  3~8~3,  
5~11~10~5.  
2~7~2,  4~9~4,  
Thus, for the example system we have 00 ~ = 4, 0~ = 2, 00 E = 0. 
Now, we are looking for a spanning cycle family in G(E, A) with a 
minimal number of A-edges. The A-edges 11 ~ 10 and 5 --* 11 must be 
involved in every spanning cycle family because they are the only edges 
leading from and to vertex 11. More A-edges are not needed. We conclude 
that 00 A = 3. 
After supplementing G(E, A) with one additional edge leading from 11 
to 11, in GI(E, A) exactly one spanning cycle family arises that involves no 
A-edge at all: 1 ~ 1 . . . . .  10 ~ 10, 11 ~ 11. This implies 0~ = 0. 
Referring to Theorem 3.1 and to Theorem 3.2, we can summarize the 
result so far derived for the example system: There are d o = 2 Jordan blocks 
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associated with the characteristic root at zero. They have the sizes s o = 00 E - 
0 E =4-2=2 and s °= 0 E -  O~ =2-0=2.  There is d~ = 1 Jordan 
block, associated with the characteristic root at infinity, of size s~ --- 00 A - 0 A 
= 3 - 0 = 3. Additionally, let us use Corollary 3.1 in order to determine the 
pencil index ind(E, A) = s 1. It is easy to see from Figure 2 that the maximal 
number of E-edges within a spanning cycle family of G(E, A) is ~b E = 8. If 
we add one supplementary E-edge leading from vertex 11 to vertex 11, then 
there arise spanning cycle families formed by 11 E-edges. (Take, for example, 
all the self-cycles of the modified digraph.) In other words, ~bfi = 11. 
Consequently, ind(E, A) = s~ = ~b fi - ~b0 E = 11 - 8 = 3. 
4. SIZES OF JORDAN BLOCKS OF STRUCTURALLY 
EQUIVALENT MATRIX PENCILS 
In this section we are dealing with matrices E and A over a field 0: = R 
or 7 = C, whose entries are not exactly known. More precisely, we are going 
to take into consideration only the "structure" of the matrices E, A given by 
the structure matrices [E], [A] of the same size. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The entries of a structure matrix [ M ] are either fixed 
at zero or indeterminate values which are assumed to be independent of one 
another. By fixing all the indeterminate entries of [M ] at some particular 
values, one obtains an admissible realization, say M, with respect o [ M ]; for 
short, M ~ [M]. Two matrices M' and M" are said to be structurally 
equivalent if M' ~ [M] and M" ~ [M]. 
Consider a structure matrix [M ] with h > 0 indeterminate entries. Each 
admissible realization M ~ [ M ] may be interpreted as an element of a vector 
space U :h. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A matrix property is said to be met structurally for the 
set of structurally equivalent matrices defined by [M] if the property under 
consideration is met for every M ~ [ M ] belonging to an open and dense 
subset S c U :h. 
For example, the structural rank of [M] is an important structural 
property of the set of structurally equivalent matrices: rank[M] = 
maxM ~[Mlrank M; see [1, 10, 11]. 
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Synonymously, we sometimes say "a property holds for almost all M 
[M ]" instead of "a property holds structurally for [M ]." 
In analogy to the correspondence b tween a pencil ()rE + /zA) of square 
matrices E, A and its associated weighted igraph G(E, A) (see Section 2), 
there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween a pair [E, A] of structure 
matrices and an (unweighted) digraph G([E],[A]). As above (Section 3), 
Gk([E],[A]) denotes the modified digraph resulting from G([ E ], [ A ]) =: 
GO([ E ], [ A]) by addition of k supplementary edges. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A pair [E, A] of structurally equivalent matrices i said 
to be structurally regular (for short, s-regular) if almost all pencils (AE + 
/zA) with (E, A) ~ [E, A] are regular. 
LEMMA 4.1. A pair [ E, A] of structure matrices is s-regular if and only 
if there exists at least one spanning cycle family in the associated igraph 
G([ El, [ A]). 
Proof. First, assume the pair [E, A] to be s-regular. Then the pencil 
()tE + /zA) is regular for almost all (E, A )~ [E, A]. Consider such a 
regular pencil and its associated weighted digraph G(E, A). Because of 
I~mma 3.1, the weighted igraph under consideration contains at least one 
spanning cycle family. Such a spanning cycle family appears as a spanning 
cycle family within the unweighted digraph G([E], [A]), too. 
Secondly, assume a spanning cycle family being present in G([E], [A]). 
Then for almost all (E, A) ~ [E, A] the unweighted spanning cycle family 
under consideration corresponds to a weighted spanning cycle family within 
G(E, A), which is not canceled out numerically by other weighted spanning 
cycle families. This implies regularity for almost all pencils (AE + /zA); see 
Lemma 3.1. Hence, by Definition 4.3, the pair [E, A] is s-regular. • 
THEOREM 4.1. Let [ E, A] be s-regular. The numbers dr01 and d H of 
Jordan blocks corresponding to the characteristic roots of ()rE + lz A ) at zero 
and at infinity are the same integers for almost all ( E, A) ~ [ E, A]. Within 
the sequence of digraphs G°([E], [ A]), GI([ E], [ A]), G2([E], [A]) . . . .  modi- 
fied by O, 1, 2 . . . .  supplementary edges, the numbers dr01 and d M are the 
smallest numbers of edges to be added such that Gd~°j([E],[A]) and 
Gdl®~([ E], [A]) contain at least one spanning cycle family without E-edges or 
without A-edges, respectively. 
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Proof. Let d be the smallest number of additional edges such that there 
exists a spanning cycle family without E-edges in Gd([E], [A]). This means 
d=n- rank[A] .  For almost all A E[A] ,  rankA = rank[A] holds and 
consequently d = n - rank A. If the pencil (hE + beA) is regular--this is 
true for almost all (E, A) ~ [E, A], because [E, A] is assumed to be s-regu- 
la r - the  number d is given by the number d o of Jordan blocks associated to 
the characteristic roots at zero. Similarly, starting from d = n - rank[ E], the 
number d[~] could be interpreted graph-theoretically. • 
Now, we denote by 0~ A] and 0~ El the smallest numbers of A-edges or 
E-edges, respectively, contained in a spanning cycle family of Gk([E], [A]). 
Let ~b~ AI and O~l denote the greatest numbers of A-edges or E-edges 
included in a spanning cycle family of the modified digraphs that contain k 
additional A-edges or E-edges, respectively. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let [E, A] be s-regular. The structural Jordan block sizes 
sO[11 , " "  , s °d,o,l[ . . . . .  and s~1, . . , s~ ,L~,~,,1 ma y be obtained firom the digraph G([E], [ A]) 
and its modifications as follows: 
s~k]= O~E_I _ O~el= ~a l_  O~a_l 1 for k = 1 . . . . .  dr01, 
s[~]= 0~a] 1 -  0~ a l= ~b~ ] -  ~_ l  for k = 1 . . . . .  dio~ 1.
Proof. Consider given values 0[ El, 0 ~< k ~< n, resulting from the 
( i l j  1 . . . . .  ikj k) spanning cycle families of Gk([E],[A]). For all (E, A) 
[E, A] the coefficients p~i~j~ ..... ikjk), n -- O[ ~1 < v <~ n, of the minors of 
(AE + beA) [see Equations (2)-(4)] are fixed at zero. The coefficients 
p(i±jb,L.. ;, i~j~) are given by the sums of weights of the edges involved in one 
spanning cycle family with (n - 0[ El) E-edges in Gk(E, A); see Section 2. 
For each k at least one of this summands exists. For almost all (E, A) 
[E, A], however, the coefficients p,_o'['~';' " do not vanish for at least one 
set of integers 1 ~<i I < --- < i  k <~n and 1 <~Jl < "'" <Jk 4n .  Within 
those polynomials the smallest A-exponent is O[ El. Hence, for almost all 
(E, A) ~ [E, A] the zero multiplicities of D,_k(A, be) with respect o A are 
equal to 0~ el, 0 ~< k ~< n. Therefore, for almost all (E, A) ~ [E, A], Equa- 
tion (10) delivers s~ = zma(Dn_k+l (A  , be) )  - -  zm~(D,_k(A, be)), i.e., s~k ] = 
0~E_] 1 --O~ E] holds for the pair [E, A]. Using Equation (11) instead of 
Equation (10), we get the graph-theoretic interpretation f st~ 1. • 
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The size sty] of the greatest Jordan block associated with the characteristic 
root at infinity-is called structural index of the pair [E, A] (see [5, 13]), and 
we denote it by ind([E], [A]) := st~ 1. 
5. SPECIAL CASE: SIZE STRUCTURE OF MATRICES 
Let A be an n × n matrix. The pencil ( i t / -  A) is associated with a 
digraph G(I, A). Obviously, all the E-edges appear as self-cycles. It is 
possible to omit these self-cycles and to confine the investigation to the 
digraph G(A) := G(0,×,, A). 
A spanning cycle family of G(I, A) involving exactly v A-edges corre- 
sponds to a cycle family of length v within G(A). 
Let ~b~ denote the maximal length of cycle families in G(A) after 
addition of k supplementary A-edges that do not cancel out mutually. In 
other words, ~b~ obtainable by inspection on G(I, A) corresponds to qb~ 
obtainable by inspection of G(A). Corollary 3.1 may be reformulated as 
follows: 
COROLLARY 5.1. The sizes s I . . . . .  s d of Jordan blocks corresponding to 
the eigenvalue zero of A ~ ~:,x, may be obtained from the digraph G( A) 
and its modifications as follows: 
s l  = - -  
= - 6 A_1, 
where d appears as the smallest number k with qb~ = n. 
Theorem 4.19 in Hershkowitz's paper [8] corresponds to Corollary 5.1. It 
is easily seen that the lengths of cycle families used here are nothing else than 
the cardinalities of non-closable paths use there. More precisely, the number 
O F (k = 1 . . . . .  d) may be reinterpreted as "maximal cardinality of a (non- 
closable) k-path in G" denoted by pk(G) in [8, 9]. 
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